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Why is this request important?

 GRABIT
What is the concept and desired outcome?
 How might it be used and benefit safety?
 Examples
 A Supply-Chain Tool for Regional Alerts and Data Sharing

 Application and Awards

 Resources
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DREW
Why is this request important?

• There is an urgent need to bring broad stroke sources of data to 
separate perception of risk from actual risk 

• Setback standards lack practical tools for monitoring and verification 
• The need for detailed research studies remains, however…

• Bioaerosol capture studies by traditional approaches will never be 
deployed in enough locations or scope to provide this data 
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Why is this request important?

• Most urgent need are tools to assess chronic and acute risk potential 
• Priority focus is to expand our knowledge of risk potential at the large 

AFO and leafy greens interface 
• Anticipated GRABIT outcomes will be applicable to highly diverse farm 

scales and domesticated animal proximity situations  
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GRABIT
What is the concept and desired outcome?

• Addressing real-time pre-harvest crop monitoring tool(s) for 
CAFO/AFO proximity risk assessment

• Real-time to < 24h to evidence of biomarker deposition

• Multiple format concepts encouraged 

• In-field to 3rd party lab sample processing

• Not a pathogen test but a variety of known and creative CAFO/AFO-
specific biomarker(s) 

• Ideally, multi-array, redundant confirmatory markers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept to address this industry need emerged from multi-stakeholder discussions around risk ranking triggered by the Spring 2018 Romaine Outbreak centered in the winter production districts. Suggested research priorities were submitted to CPS by both industry and public health agency representatives. Among the concerns and potential causal factors for contamination, proximity to large CAFO’s and bioaerosol transport emerged as a one consistent theme. General and specific data limitations suitable for characterizing the risk and supporting sound policy were other common threads in research area requests. Beyond CAFOs, industry identified a diversity of AFO and domesticated animal: crop interface concerns… the desire was that CPS not focus entirely on the immediate outbreak-response/reaction in the search for practical solutions.  Reviewing the knowns and unknowns of the situation and the complexities of addressing bioaerosol dispersal and deposition led to the foundation for a different approach for CPS… A Challenge Award and a grower or farm-based monitoring tool Rather than a traditional research RFP, as the initial funding focus, a literature and technology assessment provided confidence that a substantial base of knowledge, practical know-how, and translatable technologies existed in other fields… the challenge was to engage the innovators and developers to apply their skills and adapt existing platforms to these priority issues in leafy greens… and then beyond.A few of the monitoring tool traits are listed on this slide… a key criterion is that the biomarker(s) not be pathogen or virulence-marker targeting



GRABIT
How might it be used and benefit safety? 
Example of leafy greens risk-profiling with a biomarker indicators
• Details of process and decision-trees will only come with experience
• Biomarker detection platforms will vary; many options are possible     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In developing this solutions springboard concept, CPS chose to be directional but intentionally vague to encourage the greatest degree of creativity and innovation. Details of some suggested approaches to the foundation of a platform or kit are available at the CPS website, which will be highlighted towards the end of the presentation. Rather than cover more of the How of various biomarker selection and designs, most questions coming to CPS were about The What would you do with this? What would in-use look like?I would like to go over just one potential application of the anticipated innovations. This is just one scenario but let your imagination run with the concept, the details and experience will come in use.   



Using a Biomarker Monitoring and Mapping Tool Example of a site-selection and harvest decision process
1. Grower decides to continue long practice of planting several fields 

adjacent to CAFO ( > 1,000 head  avg/yr).
2. Grower: Handler agree to establish a baseline of biomarker 

transport and deposition after thinning.
3. Continuation of biomarker mapping nearing harvest (P/A or semi-

quantitative).
4. Increase number and density of tests, as results direct, close to 

harvest. 
5. Increase to n = 60 within 8 and 4 days of harvest. 
6. Evaluate disposition of field and commit to pathogen testing on 

product in any biomarker positive lots, delineated for harvest. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is just one potential approach where a planting decision and joint harvest decision agreement mandates following a monitoring and testing program P/A or semi-quantitative results are both review panel ranking criteria and both have a place in the portfolio 



Using a Biomarker Monitoring and Mapping Tool • Initial 28 post-thinning array
• 5 days post-thinning or X to be defined by experience 

Minor wind
direction 2330 to 0450 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets work through itWith knowledge of local conditions, an initial array of samples are taken by a trained operator … One Challenge Success Ranking element by the review panel is operator simplicity but sample processing in a 3rd party lab is not excluded. 



Using a Biomarker Monitoring and Mapping Tool • Initial 28 post-thinning array
• 5 days post-thinning or X to be defined by experience 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results suggest the deposition of validated biomarkers Suggestions for the breadth of biomarkers and detection matricies are in the Challenge description A positive is, at this point, a monitoring activity and not necessarily a Decision Point Again, it is best not to get hung up on details of implementation.



Using a Biomarker Monitoring and Mapping Tool • Re-test 28 post-thinning array at 8 days pre-harvest or X 
days to be defined by weather events and experience 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as an example, a retest of the same array closer to harvest helps inform of both semi-quantitative changes in results and changes in patterns or gradients of biomarker depositsThere has to be a period of on-farm Beta-testing and likely re-design or formatting to develop the experience for deployment 



Using a Biomarker Monitoring and Mapping Tool • Based on cumulative baseline outcome, 8 day pre-harvest assessment 
• n = 60 array
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because it is familiar, lets just pick n=60 to help guide any pre-harvest actions and harvest decisions I could have placed all 60 in one block, but I got a bit lazy and this is just illustrative 



Using a Biomarker Monitoring and Mapping Tool Example Option 1   
• 4 day pre-harvest assessment followed by pathogen testing in 

harvestable “green” zones 
• n = ≥ 60 array
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So stepping forward… for instance… Option 1 may be one more assessment to better define biomarker deposition patterns, and of course I am assuming there is a gradient detected…there may be no positives…followed by pathogen testing in the green or negative and buffered from biomarker positive areas. Ideally, the greatest benefit to the industry will be a period of investigative assessment for pathogen detection in yellow and red areas and flanking green-buffered no-harvest and no-traffic areas. Only by conducting these tests over time and multiple regional opportunities, not necessarily at cost to the grower… these may be linked research funding assessments… will the industry be able to develop the knowledge to best understand this risk factor associated with animal:crop proximity.  



Using a Biomarker Monitoring and Mapping Tool Example Option 2   
• Buffer yellow and red zones and move directly to pre-

harvest pathogen testing in harvestable “green” zones
• n = ≥ 60 array
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Option 2 may be automatic buffering and move directly to preharvest pathogen testing. 



A Supply-Chain Tool for Regional Alerts and Data Sharing 

Anticipated advanced kit formats will provide digital “heat-map” 
results and facilitate regional assessments and cross-regional, 
multi-regional metadata sharing and lead to better risk modeling 

≥ 1 mile

1,200 ft

400 ft
400 ft

1,200 ft

≥ 1 mile
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If successful, the evolution of these Challenge outcomes will lead to a better and broader understanding of bioaerosol transport at the micro and macro-regional scale. It is reasonable to foresee how this “heat-mapping” and associated meta-data, such as typical and acute weather events, would led to risk models predictive of when to sample, optimized sampling patterns, and number of samples based on proximity vectors from AFO’s of different size and animal type.As I have mentioned, pathogen testing during development, at some level. will need to be a ground-truthing function So…Thank you for allowing to share these thoughtsBonnie … turning controls back to you



Application and Awards
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• April 1 - Notification of Intent 

• April 22 - Applications Due 
• Five-page narrative describing the innovation, rationale for biomarker(s) selection, and 

proof of concept or alpha-test proof of functionality

• May 8-9 - Invited applications will present ideas to reviewers via web

• June 4 - Inform award recipients

• June 18-19 – CPS Symposium - Possible “Flash” presentations from 
top awardee recipients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional comments. Notification of Intent. Please write your notification in the body of an email and send to research@centerforproducesafety.org. 



AWARD STRUCTURE*
UP TO $500,000 AVAILABLE

 Prime Time Ready: 4 awards, $75,000 each

 Solid Proof of Potential: 5 awards, $30,000 each

 Promising Proof of Concept: 10 awards, $10,000 each

Top award recipients will present their ideas at the 2019 CPS 
Research Symposium in Austin, Texas on June 18-19. 

*Not all categories may be awarded; awards will be based on merit and 
industry readiness
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www.centerforproducesafety.org
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2019 CPS Research Symposium
Austin, Texas

June 18-19, 2019



Questions: 
research@centerforproducesafety.org
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